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Abstract: The curse of dimensionality is a problem of machine learning algorithm which is often encountered on study of 
high-dimensional data, while LSDA (Locality Sensitive Discriminant Analysis) can solve the problem of curse of dimen-
sionality. However, LSDA can not fully reflect the requirements that the manifold learning for neighborhood, by using the 
adaptive neighborhood selection method to measure the neighborhood, it proposes an adaptive neighborhood choosing of 
the local sensitive discriminant analysis algorithm. Experimental results verify the effectiveness of the algorithm from the 
ORL and YALE face database.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Face recognition has a great prospect in the identification, 
file management, credit card verification, human-computer 
interaction and other aspects of human life. It has become 
the research focus of pattern recognition and computer vision 
and other areas. Face data has feature of "high-dimensional, 
small sample", so having a reasonable dimensionality reduc-
tion for the data is particularly important. Subspace analysis 
is an important method of face recognition as it has a small 
computational cost but strong descriptive and divisibility 
characteristics. Among these methods, principal component 
analysis (PCA) [1] and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [2] 
are the most widely used linear dimension reduction algo-
rithms. 

In recently years, many scholars proposed some methods 
which is aimed at discovering the nonlinear manifold struc-
ture of data, such as ISOMAP (ISOmetric MAPping) [3], 
LLE (Locally Linear Embedding) [4], LE (Laplacian 
Eigenmap) [5] and so on. However, these methods can not 
be effectively for testing sample points, that is, Out-of-
sample problem [6]. The linearization of manifold learning 
algorithm makes the neighbor of each sample’ s local 
neighborhood as a linear space, it can effectively solve the 
above problem. The representative algorithms include 
LPP(Locality Preserving Projection) [7], LSDA(Locality 
Sensitive Discriminant Analysis) [8], LPP is a linear approx-
imation of Laplacian Eigenmaps which can remain neigh-
bors relationship under the process of dimensionality reduc-
tion. LPP do not use the sample label information, the divisi-
bility of unsupervised dimensionality reduction methods 
have limitations, so for face recognition, supervised  
 
 

dimensionality reduction methods can achieve more satisfac-
tory results. LSDA is designed to overcome the shortcom-
ings of LDA which is unable to found the local geometry, 
the aim of this method is to discover the local geometrical 
characteristics of the data sets, and find the optimal projec-
tion to maximize the interval of sample points from different 
classes, while similar sample points are closer. However, the 
existing way of built neighborhood of LDSA is based on 
prior experience to setting the parameters of neighbors or 
neighbors. Manifold learning algorithms are more sensitive 
to its parameters, the parameter is too large or too small will 
affect the performance of the algorithm. 

So the paper proposes an adaptive neighborhood selec-
tion of local sensitivity discriminant analysis algorithm for 
the problem of neighborhood choosing. This algorithm uses 
adaptive neighborhood selection algorithm under LDSA to 
choose the size of each sample’s neighborhood. The algo-
rithm can strike a neighbor sample data more accurately 
through the adaptive algorithm and further improve the ro-
bustness of the classification. 

2. LOCALITY SENSITIVE DISCRIMINANT ANALY-
SIS 

The goal of LSDA is that the similar data points of 
original space need more closely in low-dimensional space, 
and after the dimensionality reduction, the distance of 
different types of data points in the low-dimensional space 
should be as large as possible. Suppose 

are the training sample data sets, 
where  represents a D-dimensional vector, is category 
label of sample . For every data point , LSDA finds the 

nearest point, denoted by . Construct the every data 
point’s within-class map and inter-class map . 
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Through the projection matrix , the data point can get 
the low-dimensional mapping , so . 

Use and  to represent weight matrix of map 
and which are defined as follows: 
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Where means nearest neighbor which have different 
marks with ,  means  nearest neighbor which have 
same marks with . 

To solve the projection direction after dimensionality 
reduction for classification [10], put the data points which 
have edge connection in with-class map as close as possible 
after projection, while put the data points which have edge 
connection in inter-class map as far as possible. Therefore, 
the aim function of LSDA mapping can be expressed by the 
following equation: 

 (1) 

  (2)  
In minimize equation (1), the same class nearest neighbor 

points in high-dimensional space should be close in low-
dimensional space after dimensionality reduction, and in 
maximize equation (2), the different class nearest neighbor 
points in high-dimensional space should be far in low-
dimensional space after dimensionality reduction. 

From the objective function (1):  

 (3)  
From the objective function (2): 

 (4)  

Under the constraints , eigenvector set 
which corresponds to the largest eigenvalue in generalized  
 

eigenvalue problem can be used as the final LSDA 
projection matrix: 

 (5) 

Where is a constant coefficient within [0,1], and it is 
determined by experimental verification. is Laplace 
operator in inter-class map, is weight matrix of within-
class, is diagonal matrix. 

3. ADAPTIVE NEIGHBORHOOD CHOOSING OF 
THE LOCAL SENSITIVE DISCRIMINANT ANALY-
SIS 

3.1. Adaptive Neighborhood Choosing Algorithm 

The existing algorithm almost uses the global -
neighborhood in constructing the nearest neighbor graph 
which is more difficult for treatment of non-uniform mani-
fold. Therefore, this paper follows the adaptive neighbor-
hood selection method that proposed in reference [9] to de-
termine the size of the neighborhood of each point which 
could solve the problem. If the proportion of Euclidean dis-
tance and corresponding geodesic distance is smaller be-
tween two points, the more bent of the local manifold be-
tween two points, the smaller of neighborhood parameter, 
and vice versa. The neighborhood parameter determination 
method needs to calculate geodesic distance. If we directly 
calculate all input data between geodesic distances, time 

complexity is very high which is approach to and it is 
more time-consuming. In face, we only use the Euclidean 
distance to select an appropriate neighborhood which uses 
this neighborhood to calculate geodesic distance of sample 
points. The method is first to identify the local area size , 
and then make as the center, select the nearest neighbor 
points constitute the local region and estimate geodesic dis-
tance between to other  points. Finally, use the relationship 
between geodesic distance and Euclidean distance to dynam-
ically determine size of each point’s neighborhood. The al-
gorithm is as follows: 

Algorithm 1: Identify neighborhood parameters of each 
point 

Input: is high-dimensional observed data, and are the ini-
tial size of neighborhood  

Output: the neighborhood parameter  of each point 
. 

Step 1: Use the Euclidean distance to calculate the K-
neighborhood of point in set and constitute the local data 
set . 

Step 2: Use ISOMAP method to calculate the local geo-
desic distance for any two points of local data set , it 
mainly have two steps: 
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① Construct weight graph according to neighborhood of 
and . is corresponding to the data in , is edge set 
which is connecting two points in , , if is -
neighborhood of , The distance between and is Euclidean 
distance . 

②Estimate all point geodesic distance  of local 
manifolds from through getting shortest distance between 
any two points in . First, for any , set

; Otherwise, set . Then 
use all  and have a iterative calculation of all 

. 

Step3: Calculate the proportion between all points in of 
the Euclidean distance and geodesic distance and take it as a 
bending measurement of  in local data manifold.  

Step4: calculate the neighborhood parameter of . Its 
basic idea is that those which have mean of data should put 
as neighborhood parameter, other data points have a regula-
tion as a center of . That is:  

3.2. The step of Facial Feature Extraction Based on 
LSDA  

Step 1. for any , select nearest neighbor K and 
heterogeneous point neighborhood K of each point’s same 
class point by algorithm 1, then build the within and between 
class weight matrix , . 

Step 2. Solve the eigenvalue and eigenvector for (5). Get 
eigenvector of D nonzero eigenvalues, the feature vector can 
be written as , that are the eigenvector 
which are correspond to the d largest eigenvalues. 

Step 3. Set , it is the projection matrix of
. Samples in D-dimensional space can transform 

through and project to D dimensional space. 

4. THE EXPERIMENT OF FACE RECOGNITION 

We have an experiment on the ORL and YALE face 
database to verify the performance of the algorithm, and 
compare with PCA, LDA, LPP, LSDA Respectively. The  
 

initial neighborhood =4, experiments use the nearest 
neighbor classifier to classify [11], and recognition rate is the 
maximum average of 10 times experiment. All face images 
are grayscale images and will be scaled to 32 × 32. 

4.1. The Experiment on ORL Face Databases 

ORL face database have 40 people and everyone has 10 
images, these face images are got at different times. It 
includes the different perspectives, different facial 
expressions (eyes open, eyes closed, smiling, angry, happy, 
surprised, etc.) and different facial details (different hair, 
wearing or not wearing glasses, with or without beard), At 
the same time, it contains no more than 20 ° tilt and rotation. 
The different images of ORL face database are shown in Fig. 
(1).  

For ORL face database, we extract l(l=2,3,…,6) images 
randomly for training samples, The rest 10-l pictures are test 
samples. 

From Table 1 and Fig. (2), our algorithm achieves the 
highest recognition rate on ORL face database. Because it 
uses adaptive neighborhood to selected sample point and 
makes it more accurate to maintain the locality of manifold 
space, so recognition rate is the highest. At the same time we 
can see the recognition rate of LSDA algorithm is higher 
than the LDA and PCA algorithm which can fully reflects 
the advantages for local characteristics of manifold learning. 

4.2. The Experiment on YALE Face Database 

To further verify the effectiveness of the algorithm, 
experiment uses Yale database which includes 165 images, it 
has an expression samples of 15 person and everyone has 11 
images. These images have quite big changes in lighting 
conditions and facial expressions (normal, sad, happy, 
blinking and surprised, etc.) and details (to wear or not wear 
glasses)are also have an obvious changes. Fig. (3) shows 10 
different images of YALE face database. 

We extract l(l=2,3,…,6) images randomly for training 
samples from YALE face database, The rest 11-l pictures are 
test samples. 

From Table 2 and Fig. (4), we can see that the images on 
YALE library get interference by light, gesture, facial 
expressions is high, the recognition rate from all the methods 
listed in the text are relatively low. PCA and LDA can  
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Fig. (1). Example of ORL face database images. 
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Table 1. Comparing of recognition results on ORL face database.  

Algorithm 
Number of Samples and the Correct Recognition Rate% 

2 3 4 5 6 

PCA 66.31 77.58 81.34 85.76 88.12 

LDA 72.15 82.34 89.06 91.26 92.45 

LPP 74.82 84.53 89.74 92.38 93.72 

LSDA 77.41 85.68 91.23 93.27 95.40 

Our algorithm 78.63 87.69 93.57 95.16 97.06 

 

 
Fig. (2). 5Train recognition rates on ORL face database. 

 
Fig. (3). Examples of YALE face atabase images. 
 
Table 2. The comparing of recognition results on YALE face database. 

Algorithm 
Number of Samples and the Correct Recognition Rate% 

2  3  4  5  6  

PCA 42.47 49.34 54.38 56.43 59.25 

LDA 47.41 59.67 70.08 74.16 78.72 

LPP 56.27 68.28 76.24 77.55 80.92 

LSDA 56.51 69.14 77.35 80.73 83.69 

Our algorithm 57.90 71.52 80.76 83.15 85.56 
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Fig. (4). 5Train recognition rates on YALE face database. 

 
maintain global linear structure to have dimensionality 
reduction [12], while it can not describe the nonlinear 
manifold very accurately, recognition rate is lower than the 
LSDA which can maintain the local linear and our algorithm, 
the recognition rate of our algorithm is higher than the 
LSDA. 

4.3. Experimental Analysis  

We use adaptive neighborhood selection algorithm to 
calculate the neighbor points which is based on LSDA algo-
rithm, the classified projection matrix that we obtained is 
conducive to effective. Experiments show that the algorithm 
reflects the very strong robustness for posture, facial expres-
sions, illumination and other changes, and the effect is best 
when compared with several other algorithms. For identifica-
tion, too much features will be carry the information which 
is not conducive to classify, when the dimension reaches a 
certain level, the recognition rate is no longer increasing with 
the increasing of the number of dimensions, and it may even 
decline. Because the selection of neighbors point for LPP 
and the LSDA use pre-set parameters k, the recognition rate 
is lower than our algorithm. The recognition rate of PCA is 
lower than LDA, because the PCA is unsupervised. The 
recognition rate of LDA is lower than the LSDA, and the 
recognition rate of LSDA is lower than our algorithm, it 
shows that the adaptive neighborhood selection algorithm 
can achieve more satisfactory performance. 

CONCLUSION 

For neighborhood selection of this manifold learning 
algorithm, we propose an adaptive neighborhood selection of 
local sensitive neighborhood discriminant analysis algorithm, 
the algorithm build neighborhood adaptively by the 
relationship of geodesic distance and Euclidean distance and 
it can reflect the local linear structure of the manifold. 
However, when the degree of nonlinearity is very high, the 
neighborhood will be too small and can not form the 
connected neighborhood graph. Through kernel techniques 

to expand non-linear algorithm is the focus on future 
research. 
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